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Abstract

I experimentally investigate observational (social) learning in the
simple two-armed bandit framework where the models based on
Bayesian reasoning and non-Bayesian reasoning (count heuristics) have
different predictions. The results contradict the predictions of the
Bayesian rationality e.g. Bayesian Nash Equilibrium, Näıve herding
model (BRTNI): Subjects follow the choices that contain no informa-
tion about the state of the world, follow the coinciding choices of others
(though it is empirically suboptimal), sustain losses making every first
choice and cascade early then Bayesian-based models predict, but not
in a random way. In addition, the Quantal Response Equilibrium is
tested and the robustness of the theory questioned.
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1 Introduction

The fact that perfectly rational agents act like they are ignoring their private
information - falling into the information cascade (Banerjee, 1992; Bikhchan-
dani et al., 1992) - raises an important issue for various economic activities
where information accumulation plays a key role: technology diffusion, prac-
tice adoption, financial markets. The problem appears to be more pronounced
with experimental evidence corroborating the theoretical predictions (Ander-
son and Holt, 1997; Hung and Plott, 2001). This experimental evidence, how-
ever, initiates a discussion on whether the observed behavior can be attributed
to Bayesian reasoning or if it is an artifact of the information cascade environ-
ment (Huck and Oechssler, 2000; Eyster and Rabin, 2010).

The experiments that increase the complexity of information structure in
the game find that behavior is inconsistent with Bayesian Nash Equilibrium
and support the count heuristics explanation of behavior (Huck and Oechssler,
2000; Noth and Weber, 2003; Ziegelmeyer et al., 2009; March et al., 2012). Nev-
ertheless, Bayesian-based models that allow for errors in decision making and
over-weighting of public or private information – Quantal Response Equilib-
rium with base rate neglect or Näıve herding model – also fit the experimental
data fairly well (Kübler and Weizsäcker, 2004; Goeree et al., 2007; Eyster et al.,
2015). To disentangle these possible explanations I experimentally investigate
observational learning in the simple two-armed bandit framework where the
models based on Bayesian reasoning and count heuristics have sharply different
predictions.

In the experiment, subjects face a choice between two alternatives. Each
of the alternatives can bring the reward with certain probability, which depends
on the equally probable state of the world. Subjects act in a sequence. When
it is the turn of a subject, (s)he has to choose one of the alternatives two times
in a row. Each time the subject makes a choice (s)he observes the outcomes of
the choice. In addition, each subject observes all choices of their predecessors.

In this environment each of the two observed choices provides information
only about one outcome since each subject makes the first choice before (s)he
observes the outcome. Nevertheless, count heuristics suggest considering each
of the choices as informative and follow the coinciding choice of predecssor(s)
more often. As a consequence, simple counting prescribes earlier cascading
behavior than rational theory does and lower expected payoff for every first
(odd) choice.

The experiment based on the bandit cascade environment has few ad-
vantages. First, it is simple: Subjects have to make two binary choices in
an environment where two states of the world are equally probable and the
outcomes are equally informative. Therefore, myopic optimization is sufficient
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(Bradt et al., 1956) and subjects in principle can mimic rational strategy (as in
information cascade setting) by using counting strategies. Second, the bandit
cascade model shares most of the features of the classical information cas-
cade setting in pure Bayesian Nash Equilibrium. Nevertheless, predictions of
other theories differ in this model. Third, the first choice of the first player
in the game brings no information about the state of the world that allows
me to directly confront predictions of count heuristics with the models based
on Bayesian reasoning, e.g. Näıve herding model (BRTNI), Quantal Response
Equilibrium.

Subjects, indeed, report that the experiment is very simple, however,
that is not reflected in their payoffs: They sustain significant losses making
first (odd) choices. Subjects act like they ignore their outcomes (cascade)
earlier than the Bayesian Nash Equilibrium and Näıve herding prescribe, but
not in a random way. More importantly, the subjects are significantly more
likely to follow coinciding choice of others though it contradicts not only perfect
rationality but is also empirically suboptimal. In addition, the choices of others
that contain no information about the state of the world influence the subject’s
choices.

These facts are hard to reconcile with Bayesian reasoning. They conflict
with the Quantal Response Equilibrium and Näıve herding model, explaining
their poor predictive power. These results question the assumptions of the
rational theory demanding for the development of non-Bayesian based theories
in the domain of the observational learning. They also shed light on the
observational learning in case of experimentation with alternatives of unknown
merit e.g. technology, practice adoption or venture capital investment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I introduce the
bandit cascade model and discuss the theoretical predictions. Section 3 con-
tains the experimental design and procedures. Section 4 describes the results
and Section 5 concludes.

2 The Bandit Cascade Model

The infinite set of agents act in a sequence. Each agent i faces the choice
between the two alternatives x, y. Each of the alternatives can bring the reward
r. The probability of receiving the reward depends on the state of the world
which has equal probability to be either X or Y .

In the state X, the alternative x brings the reward with probability q P
p1{2, 1q and no reward 0 with 1 � q, whereas the alternative y brings reward
with probability 1 � q and no reward with q. In the state of the world Y ,
alternative y brings the reward with probability q, while alternative x brings
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the reward only with 1 � q. The state of the world is common for all agents,
but the agents do not know the actual state of the world. They only have the
prior public belief that θXi � PrpXq � PrpY q � 1{2.

Agents make two choices in a row ci,n indexed as n � t1, 2u. They pri-
vately observe the outcomes of their choices Oi,n � trxi,n, r

y
i,n, c

x
i,n, c

y
i,nu. How-

ever, their choices are public – each agent observes a public history of all
choices of their predecessors Hi�1 � pc1,1, . . . , ck,n, . . . , ci�1,2q. The agents do
not observe the outcomes of others’ choices and the actions of others produce
only information externalities.

2.1 Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

Bayesian Nash Equilibrium assumes that agents update their beliefs about the
state of the world based on the outcomes of their choices as well as on the public
history of choices of others. Suppose the overall number of agent i choices of
the alternatives x and y is Cx

i,n �
°n

1 c
x
i,n and Cy

i,n �
°n

1 c
y
i,n, respectively. The

overall number of rewards received from these choices is Rx
i,n �

°n
1 r

x
i,n and

Ry
i,n �

°n
1 r

y
i,n. Without loss of generality in the state of the world X the

probability of observing a history of outcomes Oi,n is

PrpOi,n|Xq � qR
x
i,np1� qqC

x
i,n�R

x
i,np1� qqR

y
i,nqC

y
i,n�R

y
i,n (1)

Using Bayes’ rule the agent i forms a private belief that the state of the
world is X:

πpX|Oi,n, Hi�1q �
PrpOi,n|Xqθ

X
i

PrpOi,n|XqθXi � PrpOi,n|Y qθYi
(2)

Given the private beliefs, the agent’s expected utility from taking the
action x is:

µxi,n � µpx|Oi,n, Hi�1q � πpX|Oi,n, Hi�1qq � πpY |Oi,n, Hi�1qp1� qq (3)

Since any outcome of any choice of an agent is equally informative, the
optimal strategy prescribes myopic optimization (Bradt et al., 1956). That is,
the optimal decision in pure strategies of the agent i is simply to choose the
alternative with the highest expected utility, maxrµxi,n, µ

y
i,ns.

The expected utility from the first choice x of the first agent i � 1 is equal
to 1{2, µx1,1 � 1 � µy1,1 � 1{2, and the agent is equally likely to choose either
alternative x or y. The expected utility of the next choice of the agent i � 1
and the choice itself is fully determined by the private outcomes. The choice
of the following agents, however, is affected by additional information, namely,
the choice history of their predecessors.
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A rational agent i ¡ 1 takes into account the public history of preceding
agents’ choices Hi�1 and forms the public belief about the state of the world
with respect to it. In order to estimate this belief one has to calculate the
transitional probabilities of the observed choice histories conditional on the
possible states of the world. The transitional probability of choice ci�1,n in the
world X is

τpci�1,n|Xq � µpci�1,n|R
�, Hi�2qPrpR

�|Xq�µpci�1,n|R
0, Hi�2qPrpR

0|Xq (4)

where R� and R0 denote increase and no change in the number of the received
rewards given the choice ci�1,n�1, respectively.

Similarly, the transitional probability of the observed choice conditional
on state of the world Y is

τpci�1,n|Y q � µpci�1,n|R
�, Hi�2qPrpR

�|Y q � µpci�1,n|R
0, Hi�2qPrpR

0|Y q (5)

Now, if one combines these two transitional probabilities applying Bayes’
rule, it is possible to obtain the public belief:

θXi � θpX|ci�1,nq �
τpci�1,n|Xqθ

X
i�1

τpci�1,n|XqθXi�1 � τpci�1|Y qθYi�1

(6)

The public belief dictates the agent’s i ¡ 1 first choice. When it is in favor
of world X (Y ), θXi ¡ 1{2 (θYi ¡ 1{2), the first choice of the agent is x (y). The
next choice depends on the interplay between the public and private beliefs.
Thus, in order to describe equilibrium it is necessary to provide analysis of
beliefs’ properties.

Proposition 1. 1 For all q P p1{2, 1q the public belief θi has the following
properties in pure strategy Bayesian Nash Equilibrium if the number of agents
i goes to infinity:

(a) There is an agent i whose public belief exceeds q. Di : θi ¡ q.

(b) If θi ¡ q agent choice is independent of the private outcomes. @pθi ¡ qq:
Prpci,n|Oi,nq � Prpci,nq.

The property of the public belief to exceed q is shared with the classical
information cascade model (Banerjee, 1992; Bikhchandani et al., 1992).2 As a
consequence, the model exhibits the feature of cascading behavior – the agents
tend to fall into the information cascade.

1The proof follows the logic similar to the proof in classical information cascade setting
and is provided in appendix A.

2See Smith and Sorensen (2000) for an exhaustive study of the information cascade
properties in two state cases and Park and Sabourian (2011) for the multi-state version.
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Definition. The information cascade is the choice sequence when the agents
act as if they ignore their own information and follow the behavior of their
predecessor(s).

Similar to the classical cascade setting, in the bandit framework the agents
eventually fall into the cascade. Sooner or later more then two agents make the
same second choice and the public belief exceeds q. Thus, the agents’ private
outcome cannot overturn their beliefs and the learning stops.

Proposition 2. For all q P p1{2, 1q if the number of agents i goes to infinity the
information cascade arises with probability 1. @q P p1{2, 1q : limiÑ8 Prpθi ¡
qq � 1.

2.2 Näıve Herding

Näıve herding theory supposes that agents neglect the correlation between the
actions of their predecessors (Eyster and Rabin, 2010). They näıvly believe
that each action only reflects the agents’ private information. That is, they
simply think that other agents do not update their public beliefs and have
public belief equal to the prior one. Since the prior beliefs assume that both of
the states of the world are equally probable θα � θβ, the näıve agent i thinks
that the private belief of the preceding agent is simply πxi�1 � 1 � πyi�1 �
PrpOi�1,n|αq.

As in pure strategies Bayesian Nash Equilibrium, the agents can fall into
the information cascade starting from the third agent. However, when the
näıve agents are in cascade they do not stop updating their beliefs. They
continue to consider the actions of the agents that are in cascade as informative.
Therefore, the public belief continues to grow.

2.3 Simple Count Heuristics

Unlike the previously discussed theories, the count heuristics reasoning departs
completely from the Bayesian logic. Instead of sophisticated calculations, the
agents simply count choices of others and combine this with the outcomes of
their own actions. Thus, for agent i the value of choice x is

V x
i � p

i�1̧

1

cx �
i�1̧

1

cyq � pRx
i,n �Ry

i,n � ppCy
i,n �Ry

i,nq � pCx
i,n �Rx

i,nqqq (7)

and the value of alternative y is V y
i � �V x

i . The agents choose the alternative
with the highest (positive) value maxrV x, V ys. If V x � V y they randomize
uniformly between the alternatives.
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The count heuristic model prescribes that the agent considers all of the
predecessors’ choices as informative, however, only the second choice contains
useful information. As a consequence, the counting dictates suboptimal ac-
tions. For instance, agent i motivated by count heuristics is indifferent be-
tween alternatives if (s)he observes the switching choice of the predecessor
ci�1,1 � ci�1,2. The choices cancel each other out in counting and the agent
fails to extract the useful information from these actions.

Agents using counting heuristics can also exhibit cascading behavior.
Moreover, it takes even more severe forms. With the exception of the first
one i ¡ 1, all agents have a positive probability of acting as if they ignor-
ing their outcomes, because they can easily double count the choices of their
predecessors.

Claim 1. For all q P p1{2, 1q and all agents i ¡ 1 there is a positive probability
that the agent falls into the information cascade.

2.4 Theories and Predicted Expected Utility

The dissimilarity of the theories is reflected in the expected utility and can be
illustrated with figure 1.

Choice Number (N)

E
xp

ec
te

d 
U

til
ity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

BNE; Naive Learning
Count Heuristics

Figure 1: Expected Utility
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Bayesian Nash Equilibrium as well as the Näıve herding model assume
an increase in the expected utility for the second choice of the agent if the
number of the predecessors is even. Under these circumstances, the agents
either (1) neglect their own information and fall into the cascade or (2) follow
the combination of private and public information.

If the agents are in cascade, they simply replicate their previous choice
and the expected value does not change. If the agents do not fall into cascade,
they perfectly infer the outcome of others and, taking into account their own
outcome, on average correctly deduce the actual state of the world. Hence,
they more often make a correct choice and the expected utility grows.

The utility shape in the count heuristic model is drastically different.
First of all, agents that use counting rules sustain losses every first choice
they make. They misinterpret switching, non-matching choices of others and
randomize more then optimal.

Secondly, the agents’ average benefit stays constant when they choose the
second time. Consider that the difference between opposing choices of other
agents is either equal to zero or to an even number. Therefore, when the
agents make their second choice they either follow only their own outcome or
replicate the last non-switching, matching choice of one of their predecessors.
The agents have additional gain in neither case.

3 The Experiment

The experiment replicates the theoretical model. In the experiment, subjects
face a game in which they have to make a choice between two alternatives x
and y. The alternatives produce the reward (r � 1 game point) with a certain
probability. The probability of the reward depends on the state of the world.
The world can be in two equally probable states.

In one of the states the alternative x produces the reward with a prob-
ability q and the alternative y with probability 1 � q. In the other state of
the world, the alternative y produces the reward with probability q and the
alternative x with 1� q.

The experiment involves 30 repetitions of the game. At the beginning of
the first game, subjects are randomly matched in groups of five. In each game
the actual state of the world is randomly selected for each group and subjects
from the same group start to act in a sequence. The order in which they act
is randomly determined in each new game.

When it is the turn of a subject, (s) he has to choose one of the alternatives
two times in a row. Each time the subject makes a choice (s)he observes the
outcomes of the choice. In addition, each subject observes all choices of their
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predecessors in the same game.
The study uses two treatments. The treatments are applied between sub-

jects and differ in the probability of the reward, specifically q takes values 6{7
and 7{9. In each of the treatments the probabilities are expressed in frequencies
and presented as balls of different color to facilitate subjects’ comprehension.

In both treatments subjects are paid a flat fee of e 3 for participation and
each game point has a value of e 3. To avoid the income effect, subjects are
paid only for three of their choices. These choices are selected at random.3

The experiment was conducted in January and February 2013 in the lab-
oratory of the Friedrich-Schiller-University in Jena.4 5 In total the experiment
consists of 10 sessions with 10 participants in each. The participants were
recruited on-line using ORSEE (Greiner, 2004).

On average each subject earned e 8.52 for the participation in the one-
hour session. The average age of the participants was 24.18 and the sample was
almost perfectly balanced on gender (see table 1). The reported understanding
of instruction was fairly high with a mean 3.83 out of a possible 5 and perceived
task difficulty was low with a mean 3 out of 10.

Table 1: Participant characteristics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Age 100 24.180 3.899 18 41
Share of Females (B) 100 0.520 0.502 0 1
Exp. Interesting 100 2.760 1.248 1 5
Exp. Length 100 2.420 0.741 1 5
Exp. Understandable 100 3.830 1.173 1 5
Task difficulty 100 3.000 1.735 1 9

4 Results

4.1 Average Payoffs

First, I consider the empirical average payoff (see figure 2). The visual in-
spection indicates that the shape of the empirically estimated payoff function

3See the theoretical analysis of the incentives in the experiments of Azrieli et al. (2012).
4The experiment was programmed and conducted with the software z-Tree (Fischbacher,

2007).
5The instructions of the experiment as well as a game screen are provided in appendix B.
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contradicts both the predictions of Bayesian Nash Equilibrium and Näıve herd-
ing model. Instead, it has a shape predicted by count heuristics – every first
choice of the player (odd choice number) is characterized by a lower average
payoff than the second one (even) and the average payoffs for the second choice
(even choice number) stay relatively constant.
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80
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Figure 2: Average payoffs in both treatments.

Difference in payoffs between first and second choice. To assess
the observation that the first choice is associated with losses in payoffs, I use
the mixed-effect logistic regression model.6 This estimates how the probability
of receiving positive payoff µ � PrpO � 1q depends on the other variables.
Specifically, I run the main following regression:

µ � PrpO � 1q � Lpβ0 � βd di,r �βrri � βTTi � βBBi � βMMi � υs � υiq (8)

where L is the standard logistic function, d is the first (odd) choice dummy,
r – repetition number, T is a treatment dummy that is equal to one for treat-
ment q � 6{7, B – dummy equal to one for female subject and M subject
reported math skills. υs and υi are random effects for session s and subject i,
respectively.

6I provide all estimations within the R programming environment.
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Table 2: Subject’s Payoff – estimation of equation 8 and robustness check

Dependent variable:

Payoff (µ)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

First choice (d) �0.188��� �0.178��� �0.188��� �0.188���

(0.059) (0.061) (0.059) (0.059)
Repetition (r) �0.001 �0.001 �0.001 �0.001

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Treatment (T ) 0.215���

(0.078)
Choice number (N) 0.010

(0.013)
Female (B) �0.019 �0.025 �0.026 �0.005

(0.078) (0.080) (0.079) (0.080)
Math skills (M) 0.038�� 0.033�� 0.033��

(0.016) (0.016) (0.016)
Constant 0.173 0.249 0.318�� 0.520���

(0.138) (0.164) (0.133) (0.092)

Observations 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800
Log Likelihood �3,208.770 �3,210.920 �3,211.170 �3,213.290
Akaike Inf. Crit. 6,431.530 6,437.840 6,436.340 6,438.580
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 6,476.870 6,489.650 6,481.680 6,477.440

Note: �p 0.1; ��p 0.05; ���p 0.01
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The results are reported in table 2. The null hypothesis that there is no
difference between the odd and even choices is rejected, the p-value associated
with the odd choice is below 0.01 7 and the sign of the odd choice coefficient
is negative, which is predicted only by the count heuristic theory.8

Given that the probability of receiving a positive payoff depends not only
on the choice but also on the stochastic component of the reward realization,
the regularity of the difference strikes. Moreover, the non-parametric exact
paired Wilcoxon test applied across aggregated averages over the sessions also
rejects the hypothesis that there is no difference between odd and even choices
(p   0.01), suggesting that the results are robust.9

Interestingly, the value of the βd is close to the value predicted by the
count heuristics theory: Estimated βd � �0.188 (eβd � 0.828615) with 95%
confidence interval between -0.304 and -0.071, while the counting theory pre-
dicts βCountd � �0.221 (eβ

Count
d � 0.801717).10 Correspondingly, estimating the

regression 8 under assumption that βd � βCountd I cannot reject the hypothesis
that the value predicted by the count heuristics theory and estimated value
are equal (p � 0.573). This result supports the count heuristic explanation of
behavior.

Stability of the average payoffs. The simple counting assumes that
the average payoffs remain constant when subjects make their second choice,
whereas Bayesian Nash equilibrium and the Näıve herding model predict
growth of the payoffs with the choice number. I examine these predictions
estimating whether the probability of receiving the payoff µ making the sec-
ond (even) choice depends on the choice number Ni.

First, I apply a Friedman test on the session averages, assessing the payoffs
disparity between each of the second (even) choices. However, I do not find
any difference at any conventional significance level (p � 0.938). Second, I use
the following regression on the subset of the subjects second (even) choices:

µ � Lpβ0 � βNNi,r � βrri � βTTi � βBBi � βMMi � υs � υiq (9)

7This result is robust to different specifications and estimation methods including cluster
and fixed effect regression analysis.

8The regression is estimated on the subset which excludes the choice of the first player
in the repetition since the theoretical predictions for these choices are not different. Clearly,
since the first choice of the first player assumes low expected payoff, the inclusion of the
choices of the first player increases the magnitude and significance of the effect, however
does not allow a selecting of the theory.

9Throughout the paper the estimations of the exact paired Wilcoxon test are based on
the Shift Algorithm by Streitberg and Röhmel (1986).

10βCount
d is (log) odds ratio of the expected utility for the first and second choices if the

agents use count heuristics. The code for the calculation of this value is available upon
request.
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Table 3: Subject’s Payoff for the Second (Even) Choice – estimation of equa-
tion 9 and robustness check

Dependent variable:

Payoff (µ)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Choice number (N) 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Repetition (r) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Treatment (T) 0.373���

(0.097)
Female (B) �0.012 �0.022 �0.001

(0.096) (0.101) (0.102)
Math skills (M) 0.043�� 0.036� 0.036�

(0.019) (0.020) (0.020)
Constant 0.017 0.251 0.243 0.479���

(0.186) (0.184) (0.181) (0.136)

Observations 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
Log Likelihood �1,970.740 �1,976.420 �1,976.440 �1,978.020
Akaike Inf. Crit. 3,957.490 3,966.840 3,964.880 3,968.050
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 4,005.540 4,008.880 4,000.920 4,004.090

Note: �p 0.1; ��p 0.05; ���p 0.01
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The regression analysis indicates (see table 3 ) that the coefficient of the
choice number is close to zero (βN � 0.003; eβN � 1.003005) and insignificant
(p � 0.851).11 12 It suggests that the average payoffs do not significantly grow
with the choice number. No significant difference in average payoffs for even
choices is in line with the predictions of count heuristics and questions the
predictive power of both Bayesian Nash Equilibrium and Näıve herding.

4.2 Actual Choice and Count Heuristics

The payoff realization indirectly points to simple counting as the explanation
for the subjects’ choice. However, the experimental data allows a direct com-
parison of the counting rules with the other theories by examining the actual
choice of the subjects.

Counting prescribes that the subjects’ first choice follows the prevailing
choice of their predecessors, whereas Bayesian Nash Equilibrium as well as
Näıve herding suggest that the subjects’ first choice is based solely on the
second choice of others and must be independent of the others’ first choice.
Hence, one can compare the theories by estimating whether the empirical
probability of making the first choice according to the Bayesian or Näıve logic
is independent of the first choice of the predecessors.

The first choice of the second player c2,1 is the best candidate for such an
analysis. Subjects make this choice observing only the first and second choices
of the first player, where the first choice of the first player is independent of
the state of the world. Thus, in Bayesian Nash Equilibrium and Näıve herding
model the second players simply follow the second choice of the first player.

They make this choice regardless of whether the first and second choice
of the first player coincide or not, Prpc2,1 � c1,2|c1,2 � c1,1q � Prpc2,1 �
c1,2|c1,2 � c1,1q. By contrast, subjects that use counting rules follow prevailing
choice and they imitate the predecessor’s second choice with higher probability
if both choices of the first player are the same, Prpc2,1 � c1,2|c1,2 � c1,1q ¡
Prpc2,1 � c1,2|c1,2 � c1,1q.

I estimate how the probability of making the same choice as the first
player second choice depends on the matching choice of the first player using
the next logistic regression:

Prpf � 1q � Lpβ0 � β:c:cr � βrri � βTTi � βBBi � βMMi � υs � υiq, (10)

where f equals 1 if the second player follows the predecessor’s second choice
c2,1 � c1,2 and 0 otherwise, c2,1 � c1,2 ; :c takes the value of 1 when both choices
of the second player coincide, c1,2 � c1,1, and 0 if not, c1,2 � c1,1.

11The results hold when I separately apply the same regression for each of the treatments.
12If I use the choice number dummies there is no significant difference in the payoffs either.
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Table 4: Actual choice and counting – estimation of equation 10 and robustness
check

Dependent variable:

Follow the choice, Prpf � 1q

(1) (2) (3)

Coincide (:c) 0.898��� 0.927��� 0.893���

(0.248) (0.249) (0.248)
Repetition (r) 0.069��� 0.068��� 0.069���

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
Treatment (T) 0.664� 0.459 0.642�

(0.372) (0.356) (0.369)
Female (B) 0.221

(0.412)
Math skills (M) 0.230���

(0.071)
Constant �0.131 �1.429�� �0.008

(0.430) (0.564) (0.364)

Observations 600 600 600
Log Likelihood �268.097 �263.357 �268.236
Akaike Inf. Crit. 550.195 540.714 548.472
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 580.973 571.492 574.854

Note: �p 0.1; ��p 0.05; ���p 0.01
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The results are shown in the table 4. I find strong evidence (p � 0.000302)
that subjects are more likely to follow their predecessor’s second choice if it
is the same as the first choice (β:c � 0.898; eβ:c � 2.454). Moreover, applying
the exact paired Wilcoxon test across aggregated averages over the sessions
I can reject the null-hypothesis that there is no difference in probability of
following predecessors’ second choice if the choices of the first player coincide
(p � 0.00195).

These results are remarkable – despite the fact that the first choice of the
first player does not contain any information about the state of the world it
influences the second player’s choice. This observation is hard to explain by
any type of Bayesian reasoning even if one allows for randomness in behavior,
base rate neglect, neglected correlation or another form of Näıve inference.13

Indeed, the result is in favor of the count heuristics theory.
Interestingly, the regression analysis reported in table 4 reveals that the

repetition of game r has a highly significant though very small positive effect on
the probability of following the predecessor’s choice (p � 0.000002 ;β:c � 0.069;
eβ:c � 1.072). It suggests that the subjects learn to follow the second choice
of the first player over the course of the experiment, but they learn this too
slowly.

4.3 Empirically Optimal Choice

The results corroborate counting as an explanation of the subjects’ choice.
However, it can be also empirically optimal to use counting rules. In this
case, the subjects that mimic counting behavior act rationally since they use
available information efficiently. Thus, one needs to analyze this possibility to
understand the actual level of the subjects’ rationality.

Consider using counting rules is empirically optimal. Without loss of
generality the probability that the outcome of the first choice Oi,1 is in favor
of state of the world X is more likely if both second and first choices are x
than when the first choice is y but the second is x, PrpOi,1 � 1|ci,1 � x, ci,2 �
xq ¡ PrpOi,1 � 0|ci,1 � y, ci,2 � xq. Clearly, if it is not empirically optimal:
PrpOi,1 � 1|ci,1 � x, ci,2 � xq ¤ PrpOi,1 � 0|ci,1 � y, ci,2 � xq.

To assess this relation I run the two main regressions:

PrpOX � 1q � Lpβ0 � β:y:yi,r � βNNi,r � βrri � βTTi � βBBi � υs � υiq (11)

PrpOY � 1q � Lpβ0 � β:y:yi,r � βNNi,r � βrri � βTTi � βBBi � υs � υiq (12)

13One could argue that the first choice of the first player can contain payoff-relevant
information since it reveals the first player preferences for the first choice. However, in this
case, the rational second player should be more likely to follow non coinciding choices of the
first player since it realizes more information.
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where OX (OY ) is a dummy variable that is equal to 1 if the subject
receives positive outcome making the choice x (y) or did not receive anything
making the choice y (x), Oi,1 � 1^ci,1 � x_Oi,1 � 0^ci,1 � y (Oi,1 � 1^ci,1 �
y_Oi,1 � 0^ ci,1 � x). The variable :x (:y) takes value of 1 if ci,1 � x^ ci,2 � x
(ci,1 � y ^ ci,2 � y) and zero if ci,1 � y ^ ci,2 � x (ci,1 � x^ ci,2 � y).

Table 5: Empirically Optimal Choice – estimation of equation 11, 12

Dependent variable:

Outcome in favor of X Outcome in favor Y
PrpOXq PrpOY q

Coincide x (:x) �0.744���

(0.167)
Coincide y (:y) �0.510���

(0.145)
Choice number (N) �0.065��� �0.032

(0.024) (0.022)
Repetition (r) 0.041��� 0.020���

(0.008) (0.007)
Treatment (T) 0.671��� �0.025

(0.223) (0.289)
Female (B) 0.306 0.017

(0.223) (0.178)
Constant 0.752��� 1.665���

(0.264) (0.300)

Observations 1,460 1,540
Log Likelihood �776.831 �825.361
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,569.660 1,666.720
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 1,611.950 1,709.440

Note: �p 0.1; ��p 0.05; ���p 0.01

The results (see table 5) do not show that it is empirically optimal to
follow the choices that coincide. On the contrary, the coefficients of coinciding
choices are significantly negative both if the choices are x (p � 0.0004; β:x �
�0.51; eβ:x � 0.6) and if they are y (p � 0.000008; β:y � �0.744; eβ:y � 0.475).14

A possible explanation for this finding is that subjects react more strongly to
the zero outcome than to the positive one since it negatively reinforces their
choice.

14If I apply the same regression to each player (from 1 to 5) in sequence separately the
coefficients remain always negative, but sometimes lose significance.
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It indicates that the subjects that follow the coinciding choice of others’
more often than the non coinciding one depart completely from rationality.
Their behavior cannot be justified by payoff maximization, but rather corre-
sponds to counting strategies.

4.4 Information Cascades

Now, let’s consider the cascading behavior of subjects. Bayesian Nash Equi-
librium and the Näıve herding model predict the information cascades from
the choice number 6. Nevertheless, cascading behavior is observed in both
treatments beginning from the 4th choice – second choice of the second player.
In fact, in both treatments the subjects exhibit cascading behavior from the
first moment of the interaction between private and public information (see
figure 3).
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Figure 3: Frequency of cascades in treatment 6/7 (left) and 7/9 (right).

This type of behavior is predicted by the count heuristics theory. Nev-
ertheless, the cascading of the second player as well as cascading in general
can be attributed to randomness in choice as well. To disentangle these two
explanations I analyse the choice history preceding the cascade of the second
player.

Assuming that subjects randomize, the second player is equally likely to
cascade regardless of whether the first player’s second choice coincides with the
first choice of the first player or not. However, the subjects that use counting
are more likely to cascade if the first player makes the same choices.
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I assess whether the probability to cascade depends on the choice history
of the first player with help of the next regression:

Prpκ � 1q � Lpβ0 � β:c:cr � βrri � βTTi � βBBi � βMMi � υs � υiq (13)

where κ � 1 if the second player cascades, that is (s)he follows the second choice
of the first player against thier own information c2,2 � c1,2 ^ µpc2,2|O2,1q   0.5
and :c is dummy variable that is equal to 1 if the first player’s choices coincide.

The estimation shows that there is positive significant association between
cascading behavior of the second player and coincidence of the first two choices
of the first player (p � 0.0249; β:c � 0.577; eβ:c � 1.78). This implies that the
cascading behavior cannot be simply attributed to the randomness in choice.
And furthermore, the subjects exhibit a tendency to comply with the prevailing
choice of their predecessors.

In addition, the observed pattern of information cascades frequency highly
resembles the patterns in the classical information cascade setting: The cas-
cade frequency tends to gradually grow with choice number.15 It indicates
relatedness of the observed phenomena, suggesting potential generalization of
the results.

4.5 Quantal Response Equilibrium

The examination of the subjects’ choice demonstrates that simple randomness
in the behavior cannot produce the observed patterns. However, it can still be
interesting to analyse how the models that incorporate the errors in choice are
able to fit the data. The best candidate for such analysis is the logit Quantal
Response Equilibrium. The logit Quantal Response Equilibrium (McKelvey
and Palfrey, 1995) incorporates errors in behavior using logit specification
where the probability of choice x is given by

Prpcxi,nq �
eλµ

x
i,n

eλµ
x
i,n � eλµ

y
i,n

(14)

and the probability of choice y is Prpcyi,nq � 1 � Prpcxi,nq. The parameter
λ denotes the level of randomness in the actions of agents. The actions are
completely random if λ � 0, while if λ Ñ 8 the logit Quantal Response
Equilibrium approaches the Bayesian Nash Equilibrium.

Despite the fact that Quantal Response Equilibrium does not impose fal-
sifiable restrictions (Haile et al., 2008), it is possible to compare the observed
behavior in different games. In the classical information cascade λ � 6 (Goeree

15See also the discussion of consistency of the information cascade replication in meta-
study of Weizsäcker (2010).
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et al., 2007). This value, of course, already suggests a very random behavior.
However, using standard maximum likelihood estimation of the λ parame-
ter based on the bandit cascade experimental data (see table 6) I find that
λ � 2.886 (s.e. � 0.08, logL � �3568.154)16. It can be interpreted in fol-
lowing way: the Quantal Response Equilibrium assumes almost completely
random behavior and is not rigid to the change in the environment.

Table 6: Parameter estimates for the QRE and QRE-BRF models
QRE QRE-BRF

λ 2.886 3.331
s.e. 0.08 0.208
α 0.734
s.e. 0.087
Observations 6,000 6,000
Log Likelihood -3,568 -3,565

Perhaps, the variation of λ can be attributed to some cognitive bias that
gains influence in the different setting and introduces additional distortion in
the data not allowing for direct comparison.

To my knowledge the main cognitive bias that is discussed in the literature
is the Base Rate Fallacy. In the information cascade setting the Base Rate
Fallacy implies that subjects over-weight their private information relative to
the public one. Applied to the bandit cascade it can be formalized by the
addition of another parameter α in the beliefs function and for the beliefs in
the world X it is:

παpX|Oi,n, Hi�1q �
PrαpOi,n|Xqθ

X
i

PrαpOi,n|XqθXi � PrαpOi,n|Y qθYi
(15)

and by analogy it applies to Y , where α P p0,8q. The rational agent
has α � 1, α ¡ 1 denotes that subjects relatively over-weight the private
information and α   1 that they over-weight the public information. Following
(Goeree et al., 2007) I estimate α introducing the new beliefs function in the
Quantal Response model and measuring new λα.

The results of the estimation produce two interesting insights. First, de-
spite the fact that the model employs more parameters than the Quantal Re-
sponse model, the difference in the likelihood is negligible (logLα � �3564.648
vs. logL � �3568.154). It suggests no considerable advantage of using the
more complicated model. Second, while the model assumes the slightly lower

16Appendix C contains R code of the estimations.
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rate of randomness in behavior λα � 3.331 (s.e. � 0.208) the α parameter is
significantly lower than 1 (α � 0.734, s.e. � 0.087). 17

The subjects seem to over-weight the public information relatively to pri-
vate information. This goes against the usual estimations in the information
cascade literature, where typically α ¡ 1. The observed feature, however, is
consistent with the counting rules – counting requires considering each choice
of others informative and, hence, to over-weight it as opposed to a private
outcome.

The fact that the predictions of the different parametric theories are un-
stable calls for the theories that have higher predictive power and, ideally, they
are simpler. The theory based on simple counting rules appears to be a good
candidate.

5 Conclusion

Despite that already in the seminal paper on experimental test of information
cascades Anderson and Holt (1997) discuss if cascading behavior can be at-
tributed to the Bayesian or non-Bayesian reasoning, the debates still continues
(Eyster et al., 2015; Penczynski, 2016). The design of standard information
cascade setting is not well suited to confront various theories in the domain of
observational learning (Eyster and Rabin, 2010), therefore, I design and test
the model of the bandit cascade.

This model is simple and replicates most of the features of the classical
information cascade setting, but allows the behavior based on the counting
strategies to be disentangled from the choice motivated by Bayesian reasoning.
I reproduce the model in the experiment to reveal the actual subjects’ behavior.

The results of the experiment show that the observed behavior can be ex-
plained fairly well by counting, but not by Bayesian reasoning. The subjects
sustain losses making every first choice and start to ignore the information
earlier than Bayesian models predict, but not in a random way. I find that
subjects follow the coinciding choice of others, though this behavior is empir-
ically sub-optimal. Moreover, they follow and cascade on choices of others,
when these choices contain no information about the state of the world or be-
havior of others. These facts barely can be reconciled with perfect rationality
or even with Bayesian-based models that account for base rate or redundancy
neglect or other forms of Näıve inference. It urges to incorporate non-Bayesian
based reasoning in the theory of observational learning.

The results of the bandit cascade experiment shed light on the human
behavior in the situations when one experiment with alternatives of unknown

17A simple t test reject the hypothesis that α � 1 with t-statistic of �3.06 (p � 0.002).
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merit in presence of others actions e.g. technology adoption, managerial de-
cisions, venture capital investment. Since it is demanding to understand the
actual motivation for the choice of others (pure experimentation or informed
decision), people simply follow prevailing choice disregarding its informative-
ness. These results provides additional explanation for the failures in the
technology adoption (Cowan, 1991), inefficient practice prevalence (Hirshleifer
and Welch, 2002) and investment decisions (Dixit, 1992).
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A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

(a) Suppose the first two agents in a sequence choose the same alternative
when they make choice. That is, without loss of generality the choice
history is H2 � px, x, x, xq. Then, the public belief of the third agent i � 3

that the state of the world is X:18 θX3 � q2

2q2�2q�1
¡ q if q P p1{2, 1q

(b) Without loss of generality let the public belief be in favor of the state X,
θXi ¡ 1{2. If an agent makes the first choice n � 1, Oi,1 � H, hence,
πXi � θXi ¡ 1{2 and the agent chooses alternative x. If an agent makes
the second choice n � 2, then there are two cases: the private and public
beliefs are in favor of the same world, θXi ¡ 1{2 ^ πXi ¡ 1{2 , or they are
not, θXi ¡ 1{2 ^ πYi ¡ 1{2. The agents expected utility from taking the
action x is:

µXi,2 �

$&
%

θXi q
2

θXi q�p1�θ
X
i qp1�qq

�
p1�θXi qp1�qq

2

θXi q�p1�θ
X
i qp1�qq

if πXi ¡ 1{2
p1�θXi qq

2

p1�θXi qq�θ
X
i p1�qq

�
θXi p1�qq

2

p1�θXi qq�θ
X
i p1�qq

if πYi ¡ 1{2
(16)

If θXi ¡ q, µXi,2 ¡ 1{2 in both cases and, hence, the agent chooses alternative
x in both cases as well. Thus, Prpci,n|πi,nq � Prpci,nq ô Prpci,n|Oi,nq �
Prpci,nq

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Note that @pi ¡ 2q: Prpθi ¤ qq � pqp1 � qqqi ô @pi ¡ 2q: Prpθi ¡ qq �
1 � pqp1 � qqqi. Thus, limiÑ8 Prpθi ¡ qq � limiÑ8p1 � pqp1 � qqqiq � 1 if
q P p1{2, 1q

B Instructions

B.1 Treatment I

Welcome to the experiment!
Thank you very much for participating. We hope that you feel comfort-

able. We ask you to remain quiet and do not communicate with any other
players. Please understand that in case you communicate with other players
we will have to exclude you from the experiment without payment. If you have

18Note that in pure strategies Bayesian Nash Equilibrium the agent choose the alternative
with highest expected utility with probability 1.
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any questions please raise your hand and wait for the experimenter to come to
you.

The experiment is on decision-making. Your earnings will depend partly
on your decisions and partly on chance. The earnings will be calculated in
points. At the end of the experiment three decisions of you will be ran-
domly chosen. The earnings from these decisions will be summed up and
converted to Euros with the following rate:

1 point = 3 euro
In addition to the earnings from your decisions, you will receive 3 euro as

a compensation for showing up on time.
During the experiment you will play the same simple game 30 times.

Each time you play the game you will have to make 2 decisions.
Each time you make a decision, you will have to choose between two

alternatives: X, Y. Each of the alternatives each time it is chosen can bring
the reward equal to 1 point.

In the beginning of each game a computer will toss a coin. The coin
has equal chance to fall on each side. The side on which it falls will determine
in which of the two possible situations you and other players are.

In the situation 1, the alternative X will bring the reward (1 point) in 6
out of 7 cases and alternative Y will bring the reward (1 point) in 1 out of 7
cases.

In the situation 2, the alternative Y will bring the reward (1 point) in 6
out of 7 cases and alternative X will bring the reward (1 point) in 1 out of 7
cases. The following scheme summarizes these two situations:

You and other players will make your choices in a predetermined order.
Your place in the order is determined randomly in the beginning of each
game and does not depend on your choice. In each game you will observe the
choices that others have already made in this game.

B.2 Treatment II

Welcome to the experiment!
Thank you very much for participating. We hope that you feel comfort-

able. We ask you to remain quiet and do not communicate with any other
players. Please understand that in case you communicate with other players
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we will have to exclude you from the experiment without payment. If you have
any questions please raise your hand and wait for the experimenter to come to
you.

The experiment is on decision-making. Your earnings will depend partly
on your decisions and partly on chance. The earnings will be calculated in
points. At the end of the experiment three decisions of you will be ran-
domly chosen. The earnings from these decisions will be summed up and
converted to Euros with the following rate:

1 point = 3 euro
In addition to the earnings from your decisions, you will receive 3 euro as

a compensation for showing up on time.
During the experiment you will play the same simple game 30 times.

Each time you play the game you will have to make 2 decisions.
Each time you make a decision, you will have to choose between two

alternatives: X, Y. Each of the alternatives each time it is chosen can bring
the reward equal to 1 point.

In the beginning of each game a computer will toss a coin. The coin
has equal chance to fall on each side. The side on which it falls will determine
in which of the two possible situations you and other players are.

In the situation 1, the alternative X will bring the reward (1 point) in 7
out of 9 cases and alternative Y will bring the reward (1 point) in 2 out of 9
cases.

In the situation 2, the alternative Y will bring the reward (1 point) in 2
out of 9 cases and alternative X will bring the reward (1 point) in 7 out of 9
cases. The following scheme summarizes these two situations:

You and other players will make your choices in a predetermined order.
Your place in the order is determined randomly in the beginning of each
game and does not depend on your choice. In each game you will observe the
choices that others have already made in this game.
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Figure 4: The game screen (player 2, choice 2)

C Estimation Program

In R function “logLQRE” I use the experimental data that is stored in the
data frame called “data”. The coding is as follows: x choices are labelled by
a 1 and y choices by a 0; Reward is denoted by a 1 and no reward by a 0;
“Nchoice” variable is a choice number in one game. The function estimate
log-likelihood given the randomness parameter “lambda”.

logLQRE <- function( lambda, data ){

logL = 0

m = 1

#Number of choices in one game

T = max ( data$Nchoice )

#Number of repetitions of the game

M = length ( data$Nchoice ) / max ( data$Nchoice )

while ( m <= M ){

p = 1/2 # Note: Prior belief that the state of the world X

t = 1 # Note: Counter

while ( t <= T ){

Nchoice = data$Nchoice[ ( m - 1 ) * T + t ]
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#Note: q - the probability to recieve the reward

q = data$q[ ( m - 1 ) * T + t ]

#Note: First choice of a player

if ( Nchoice %% 2 == 1 ){

#Note: BNE probabilty to choose action x or y

PSx = p * q + ( 1 - p ) * ( 1 - q )

PSy = p * ( 1 - q ) + ( 1 - p ) * q

Pchoicex = 1 / ( 1 + exp( lambda * ( 1 - 2 * PSx ) ) )

Pchoicey = 1 - Pchoicex

choice_1 = data$choice[ ( m - 1 ) * T + t ]

if (choice_1 == 0) {p = p; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicex )}

if (choice_1 == 1) {p = p; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicey )}

}

#Note: Second choice of a player

if ( Nchoice %% 2 == 0 ){

#Note: Beliefs about the state of the world

#given outcome of the choice

PX_SxorNSy = q * p / ( q * p + ( 1 - q ) * ( 1 - p ) )

PY_SxorNSy = ( 1 - q ) * ( 1 - p )/(q * p + ( 1 - q ) * ( 1 - p ) )

PX_NSxorSy = ( 1 - q ) * p / ( ( 1 - q ) * p + q * ( 1 - p ) )

PY_NSxorSy = q * ( 1 - p ) / ( ( 1 - q ) * p + q * ( 1 - p ) )

PX_SyorNSx = ( 1 - q ) * p / ( ( 1 - q ) * p + q * ( 1 - p ) )

PY_SyorNSx = q * ( 1 - p ) / ( ( 1 - q ) * p + q * ( 1 - p ) )

PX_NSyorSx = q * p / ( q * p +( 1 - q ) * ( 1 - p ) )

PY_NSyorSx = ( 1 - q ) * ( 1 - p ) / ( q * p + ( 1 - q ) * ( 1 - p ) )

#Note: BNE probabilty to choose action x or y

PSx_SxorNSy = PX_SxorNSy * q + PY_SxorNSy * ( 1 - q )

PSx_NSxorSy = PX_NSxorSy * q + PY_NSxorSy * ( 1 - q )

PSy_SyorNSx = PX_SyorNSx * ( 1 - q ) + PY_SyorNSx * q

PSy_NSyorSx = PX_NSyorSx * ( 1 - q ) + PY_NSyorSx * q

#Note: Probabilty to choose x or y action

#given the level of randmoness parameter lambda.
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Pchoicex_SxorNSy = 1 / ( 1 + exp( lambda * ( 1 - 2 * PSx_SxorNSy ) ) )

Pchoicex_NSxorSy = 1 / ( 1 + exp( lambda * ( 1 - 2 * PSx_NSxorSy ) ) )

Pchoicey_SxorNSy = 1 - Pchoicex_SxorNSy

Pchoicey_NSxorSy = 1 - Pchoicex_NSxorSy

Pchoicex_X = Pchoicex_SxorNSy * q + Pchoicex_NSxorSy * ( 1 - q )

Pchoicex_Y = Pchoicex_SxorNSy * ( 1 - q )+Pchoicex_NSxorSy * q

Pchoicey_X = Pchoicey_SxorNSy * ( 1 - q ) + Pchoicey_NSxorSy * q

Pchoicey_Y = Pchoicey_SxorNSy * q + Pchoicey_NSxorSy * ( 1 - q )

#Note: Plugin transition probabilties in the Beleif function

PBeliefX_x =

p * Pchoicex_X / ( p * Pchoicex_X+( 1 - p ) * Pchoicex_Y )

PBeliefX_y =

( 1 - p ) * Pchoicex_Y / ( p * Pchoicex_X+( 1 - p ) * Pchoicex_Y )

outcome_1 = data$Out[ ( m - 1 ) * T + t - 1 ] #Outcome

choice_1 = data$choice[ ( m - 1 ) * T + t - 1]

choice_2 = data$choice[ ( m - 1 ) * T+t]

if ( choice_1 == 0 ){

if ( outcome_1 == 1 & choice_2 == 0 )

{ p = PBeliefX_x; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicex_SxorNSy ) }

if ( outcome_1 == 0 & choice_2 == 0)

{ p = PBeliefX_x; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicex_NSxorSy ) }

if ( outcome_1 == 1 & choice_2 == 1)

{ p = PBeliefX_y; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicey_SxorNSy ) }

if (outcome_1 == 0 & choice_2 == 1)

{ p = PBeliefX_y; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicey_NSxorSy ) }

}

if ( choice_1 == 1 ){

if ( outcome_1 == 0 & choice_2 == 0 )

{ p = PBeliefX_x; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicex_SxorNSy ) }

if ( outcome_1 == 1 & choice_2 == 0)
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{ p = PBeliefX_x; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicex_NSxorSy ) }

if ( outcome_1 == 0 & choice_2 == 1 )

{ p = PBeliefX_y; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicey_SxorNSy ) }

if ( outcome_1 == 1 & choice_2 == 1 )

{ p = PBeliefX_y; logL = logL + log ( Pchoicey_NSxorSy ) }

}

}

t = t + 1

}

m = m + 1

}

return ( logL )

}
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